Did You Know?

→ The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising (April 19-May 16, 1943) is remembered as among the bravest acts of civil disobedience in modern history.

→ Florida is one of 16 states mandating Holocaust education.

Join us for our next webinar:

Teaching the Holocaust in Middle School Civics Classrooms

In this webinar, a panel of Holocaust and civics curriculum experts will demonstrate two completed lessons as part of a 10-lesson civics curriculum utilizing the Holocaust as its core content focus. The full suite of lessons will become available mid-summer in time for fall planning. This curriculum represents a unique opportunity to apply Holocaust content when teaching civics using active and engaged pedagogies. Each one-or-two-day lesson coheres to the Florida middle school civics exam specifications and will include six sample multiple choice items for classroom instruction and assessment.

These lessons may be included in college-level social studies education courses and may be modified for middle and high school world history, U.S. history and U.S. government courses.

This Holocaust-civics curriculum supports efforts to remember the lessons of the Holocaust and apply those lessons in a contemporary educational context.
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Join Us Online
Wednesday, April 28th
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REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED:
Click Here to Register

Questions?
Contact Dr. Steve Masyada
stephen.masyada@ucf.edu

This webinar is sponsored by the Florida Joint Center for Citizenship and the Academic Engagement Network.